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Abstract
This qualitative study utilized the method of narrative analysis to explore the counterlearning process of an oppressed Kurdish woman fromTurkey. Critical constructivism
was utilized to analyze counter-learning; Frankfurt School-based Marcusian critical
theory was used to analyze the sociopolitical context and its impact on the oppressed.
Key issues for adult education theory and practice are highlighted.
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Oppression and repression are fed and supported by the state's dominant ideology and
its security forces, on one hand, and sociocultural norms, values, and practices, on the
other. Especially during military coups or in state terrorism, every aspect of everyday
life is centrally and systematically predefined: what to read, what to leam and not to
leam, what and how to write, how and with whom to socialize. For example, all of
these oppressive and repressive measures and practices were observed during state
terrorisms, military regimes, and dictatorships in the Pinochet era of Chile (e.g.,
Agosin, 1992), the "Gentlemen's Coup" of Argentina (e.g., Feitlowitz, 1989), apartheid in South Africa (e.g., Sanders, 2002), and the 1980 coup in Turkey (e.g., Ahmad,
1981; Amnesty Intemational UK, 1996). Yet despite inhumane practices, the oppression and repression in these periods never accomplished total submission of the
masses; in fact, they inevitably beget opposition (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2000).
Extreme oppressive political systems and their practices may stop various things from
functioning as they should in a society, but they cannot put an end to leaming because,
as Habermas (1975) argues, we have "an automatic inability not to leam" (p. 15).
Under oppressive conditions some leam to be conformist, silent, or obedient. Others
resist accepting the reality that is imposed by the oppressive political system and
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construct their own reality; they counter-leam. They learn to recognize the oppressive
system's ideological political projects and leam how to challenge them. Foley (1999)
argues that significant amounts of learning occur in people's everyday practices, and
this type of learning in the contradictory nature of everyday life goes unrecognized.
He further notes, "Some of the most powerful learning occurs as people struggle
against oppression, as they struggle to make sense of what is happening to them and
to work out ways of doing something about it" (p. 1).
The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of counter-learning
under oppression (CLUO), which forms the social sphere of oppressed people's lives.
The study was situated in Turkey, which has a long history of oppression and state
terrorism towards dissidents, the Kurds, and other minorities. Besides military and
police repression, cultural oppression (including racism, misogyny, sexism, and
oppressive religious practices) is historically embedded in everyday life in Turkey
(Cagaptay, 2004; Marcus, 1990; Mepham, 1987; Ser'ver & Erkan, 2004).

Related Literature
It is evident that the nature of learning is multifaceted (Taylor, 2005), contested (Foley,
2004), and defies any simpliftcations (S. B. Merriam, Caffarella, & Baumgartner,
2006). Perhaps, as a result of this, the adult education literature in terms of learning
paradigms is vague and to some extent even chaotic. There is not even a common
consensus among adult education scholars on how many learning theories the field of
adult education has and how they should be organized (S. B. Merriam, Caffarella, &
Baumgartner, 2006). Hence, for this study, I grouped learning paradigms based on
their stance in relation to the dominant framework: liberatory learning paradigms
(LLPs) and nonliberatory learning paradigms (NLLPs). NLLPs are those paradigms
that intentionally or unintentionally work within the dominant framework of political,
cultural, and educational value system. Unlike NLLPs, LLPs deconstruct the dominant framework, ehallenge the status quo, and promote a fundamental structural
change. LLPs take the social problems into aecount and challenge the roots of the
social ills. The LLPs aim to confront injustices, challenge the status quo, and critique
the oppressive and exploitive social structure to reveal the truth about the masses'
being oppressed, deceived, and alienated because people "unconsciously accept things
as they are, and in so doing, reinforce the status quo" (S. B. Merriam & Associates,
2002, p. 227). Therefore, LLPs strive not only to create awareness among oppressed
people but also to show how to facilitate ways to liberate themselves. Thus, learning
is seen as a political process that leads to transformation through contradiction of new
and old patterns of knowledge, values, and thoughts. However, the existing LLPs are
heavily focused on teaching rather than on learning. The same is true for adult education literature in general. For example, radical or critical educators have been studying
learning in various oppressive contexts, but their focus (intentionally or unintentionally) shifts away from learning to "teaching-learning" paradigms in social movements
(Foley, 1999, 2001; Kilgore, 1999). Therefore, most studies fail to come back and
primarily look at the adult learning with the contextual synthesis that has been done.
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Nevertheless, there are studies that offered very valuable insights for this study.
One of these studies was Foley's (1999) work, Learning in Social Action. It is one of
the recent studies that pay attention to learning in social action, Foley uses case studies
from various geographical places, such as Australia, Brazil, USA, and Zimbabwe and
includes diverse social actions such as women's movements, workers' movements,
and environmental struggles, Foley does not only call our attention to universal characteristics of adult learning but also informs adult educators about the importance of
learning in noneducational contexts, that is, in various types of social movements,
Foley, by focusing on learning in social action, directs our attention to a broader spectrum of adult learning, which is usually associated with institutionalized provision and
course-taking activities. He defines learning from the broadest perspective by interweaving the course of human life and learning, which manifests itself in various
forms, Foley, to widen the conception of learning in social action, combines formal
education, incidental learning, and informal learning. This combination includes
almost all human activities in which some kind of learning occurs. To analyze learning
in struggle, Foley analyzes learning in connection with political economy, micropolitics, ideology, and discursive practices.
One of the very important aspects of social movement as learning site is that in
social movements, people are not only already in the process of critical reflection and
individual transformation, but also they might learn through structured programs, curricula, and objectives (Foley, 1999), Human Rights, Amnesty International, workers
unions offices, labor colleges, and folk schools (i,e,, Highlander Folk School in the
USA, and other Folk High Schools in Europe) can be given as examples where these
kinds of educational practices take place.
Besides the adult education field, there are other areas of studies that collect and
analyze people's experience in their daily lives under various oppressive conditions.
Case studies, narratives, bibliographies, testimonial narratives, and content analyses
are some of them (e,g,. Green, 1994; Knudson, 1997; Suarez-Orozco, 1990; Thalhammer, 2001), Studies from South and Central American countries (such as Chile,
Argentina, and Guatemala) especially offer insight into counter-learning. For example, a classic testimonio called /, Rigoberta Menchú: An Indian Women in Guatemala
(Menchú & Burgos-Debray, 1984) is an authentic story of a Mayan woman under
oppression that gives us insight into how she leams, interprets reality, and makes sense
of her world. Another valuable document is Feitlowitz's (1998) book Lexicon of
Terror: Argentina and the Legacies of Torture. Her research is based on 6 years of
work, including interviews with peasants, intellectuals, activists, and bystanders who
witnessed, survived, and resisted Argentina's dirty war that cost more than 30,000
civilian lives from 1976 to 1983,

Purpose and Method
The purpose of this research was to examine the dynamics of adults' counter-learning
under extreme oppressive situations starting from their earlier experiences towards
their engagement with the social movement and social action. This study also strives
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to contribute towards the development of adult learning theory and Freirian pedagogy,
whieh was also developed within extremely oppressive situations and based on the
oppressed people's learning. It is important to note that for this study, a limited attention was given to any possible structured and systematic political education or training
that might be provided by a political party, an organization, or a union. As a result, the
primary question of this study was, how does counter-learning lead adults to radically
depart from internalized oppressive ways of learning, thinking, feeling, speaking, and
reacting? Some other key questions were as follows: How do people learn or unlearn
oppressive ideologies and discourses? How do they construct or rearrange their existing consciously and unconsciously internalized values and knowledge in a way that
allows them to form oppositional values and knowledge?
A qualitative narrative analysis was utilized to explore, explain, and describe the
counter-learning, a social phenomenon of interest, and to provide an in-depth understanding and meaning (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Narrative analysis can be a best
fit when the research question deals with the "real-life problems" (Bickman & Rog,
1988, as cited in Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998, p. 5). As a result, approaching people's lives from a narrative point of view, exploring their experiences and their
meaning making, is very relevant to the evolution of their counter-learning.

Data Collection and Analysis
A central concern in narrative analysis is "which voice or voices researcher should use
as they interpret and represent the voices of those they study" (Chase, 2005, p. 652).
Because this study was intended to explore counter-learning experiences and meaning
making of the oppressed, the participant's engagement in oppositional activities was
important. This was an important criterion for me, as a researcher, to at least assume
that the participant has engaged in developing some form of counter-learning and
developed some counterhegemonic consciousness. Thus, a primary concem in the
process of participant selection was to find a participant who experienced multilayers
of oppression and relatively engaged some kind of oppositional activities. As a result,
the sample was purposeful, and due to some limitations in the nature of the study (it is
political in nature and risky), one participant, Zelo (a pseudonym), with whom I was
familiar, was identified.
Eight semistructured, in-depth interviews were conducted on the phone with the
participant, each interview lasting between 1 and 2 hours. The focus of the interviews
was to explore and gain more insights into Zelo's counter-learning experiences under
multilayer oppression from her childhood through the present. Her older son, her
brother-in-law, and one of her friends provided additional information.
Having "one participant" Narrative analysts would rather have one participant with
an "information-rich case" (Patton, 2002, p. 230) than a large sample with poor information. Narrative analyses based on the experiences of one person is a common
analysis method in, especially, education, narrative psychology, and counseling psychology (e.g., Abramson, 1992; S. J. Merriam, 1988; Miller, 2000; Platt, 1988). The
value of narrative analysis and working with as few as one participant is that the
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analysis of the story and the experience provides breadth and depth of information that
we usually eannot achieve in research methods that utilize a higher number of participants (Todres & Galvin, 2005).
Despite all sensitivity to include every resource available to have in-depth information, traditional research paradigms still skeptically approach studies conducted with
one subject or a single participant because of their concern about trustworthiness and
generalizability of the results. Trustworthiness is a contested issue in certain genres of
research such as testimony and other political narratives that are involved with oppression and repression (see Tiemey, 2000, for a detailed argument). From qualitative
research perspective, however, narrative is not about the truth; it is not even about
facts. It is about personal account of experience. Brittin (1995) beautifully stated that
"truth is relative to experience, perception, imagination" (p. 105). In addition, Tiemey
(2000) concludes, at the end, the reader will decide if the text, or narrative, is trustworthy or not.
The concern about generalizability, on the other hand, sounds positivistic, and it is
a way of treating human subjects or individual lives as only measurable variables. This
inevitably poses a problem that leads to objectifying people, alienating them from
their lives, and, most importantly, missing very important information. In other words,
traditionally and historically this objectification of human subjects resulted in neglecting people's lives, feelings, emotions, and their mental schémas formed out of their
contesting and conflicting daily struggle. Hence, valuing information-rich singleparticipant studies, on one hand, promises to enable us not to alienate individuals from
their lives, and, on the other hand, enables researchers and methods to capture subtle
knowledge within peoples' lives.
Theoretical frameworks. Data analysis was twofold: Critical constructivism was utilized to analyze adults' counter-learning, whereas Frankfurt School-based Marcusian
critical theory was used to analyze the sociopolitical context in a greater scale and its
impact on the oppressed. Due to space limitation, however, it is not possible to provide
how both critical constructivism and Marcusian framework informed the study in
detail. A very brief summary, nevertheless, must be presented.
Critical constructivism appeared to be the best framework to inform this study.
Besides its emphasis on experience, subjects' active construction of knowledge, and
recognition of immaterial ways of knowing along with reason (i.e., emotions and feelings), critical constructivism adds more dialectical perspectives to knowledge
construction (Kincheloe, 1991). Critical constructivism distinguishes ideologically
infused knowledge from individuals' critical constructs. For example, dominant
values, discourses, and common sense are usually unconsciously (passively) acquired
by people in the socialization process, and their meanings are somehow similar and
shared by the masses. For critical constructivism, this form of knowledge is socially
and ideologically constructed and needs to be deconstructed by individual agents who
consciously, actively, and deliberately critique.
Marcusian critical theory was a relevant and effective framework to dialectically
analyze the contemporary Turkish society with its political ideology, economy, culture, religion, and everyday life. Even though Marcusian theory was specifically
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related to the advanced industrial affluent Westem society such as the U.S. society,
today it is more relevant than ever because the current advanced technological opportunities and globalization provided several mediums for semi-Westem and developing
societies, like Turkey, to become affluent in terms of exploitation, oppression, and
repression. For example, Kellner (2005) argues that
in the present conjuncture of global economic crises, terrorism, and a resurgence
of US. militarism, and growing global movements against corporate capitalism,
and war, Marcuse's political and activist version of critical theory is highly relevant to the challenges ofthe contemporary moment, (p. 3)
More specifically, Marcusian critical theory (e.g., Kellner, 1990; Marcuse, 1964,
1968, 1970) informed this study in relation to how political economy and cultural
dynamics are utilized in order for ideology to penetrate into individuals' consciousness. To this end, Marcusian concepts such as technical rationality, one-dimensionality,
happy-submission, overt and subtle terroristic potentials of industrial society, along
with technological advancement and effective use of media, provided powerful lenses
to reveal how Turkish state and society both terrorize the masses and at the same time
gain a social control.

Findings
In this section, I first will briefiy present the participant's life story, and then I will
present the findings. Zelo's life story is presented through my (researcher) narration.
The reader should note that the findings will be enmeshed with her life experiences.
Zelo does not know exactly what year she was bom, but she thinks she is now 49
years old. She is a Kurdish woman with short hair, all gray. Dark circles are under her
eyes. Her teeth are tinged yellow from smoking. Her height is considered short, but
when she talks, when her courage and enthusiasm wave in the air, one would think she
is a big woman. Even though she is in her late 40s, her energy, her idealism, and her
courage make her look younger. In spite of her agony and her political, cultural, and
economical repression, her hope, her eagemess, and her doubtlessness about what she
is doing and why she is doing it are unshakable.
Zelo was bom in a big traditional family. She is one of nine children from two different mothers. When she was 14, she got married to her first cousin, who was 8 years
older than she. Nobody asked her opinion. Everything was quickly arranged. "In 40
days, he came, he saw me, he approved that I was okay [to be his wife] and 'took' me."
She says, "I was a child, you know. While my friends were still playing, I was forced
to make a home in a room within my in-laws' house." Her marriage was traumatic
from the beginning. When she was beaten for the first time by her husband, she was
pregnant. Zelo tried to find out why he had beaten her. She tried to find out a reason
for the beating, a reason that perhaps could help her to justify the beating. She scanned
all her verbal and nonverbal behaviors; had she done anything inappropriate in front
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of his parents, had she said anything wrong, had she sat wrong, had she stood up
wrong, had she worn something that she was not supposed to? Nevertheless, she could
not find any reason that she deserved to be beaten. The only reason that was given to
her was that her husband had both the right to beat and the right to love her.
When Zelo and the family moved to a big city, besides her marriage problem, she
faced other problems such as racism, poverty, and political repression. Her kids grew
up under the 1980 coup, which repressed any dissident voiee and predefmed people's
daily lives by the regime of terror. Her children got involved with politics. Her oldest
son was arrested and tortured. One morning she found a little note from her youngest
son stating that he was going to join the Kurdish liberation movement. Zelo was
blamed for not being a good mother. She stood up and defended her son and her son's
act. Next, she dared to divorce her husband. Then her daughter joined the Kurdish
movement. Finally, Zelo got involved with politics, went to a night school to leam
how to write and read, attended cultural activities, and took a role in a pro-Kurdish
political party. She is now the head of a women's branch in the party and member of
several human rights and other nongovernmental organizations.
From a thorough analysis of the data, multiple findings emerged to better understand the dynamics of CLUO. Findings are discussed under two major groups:
oppression and characteristics of counter-learning. Because the two phenomena
(oppression and learning) of this study are inseparable, to analyze and discuss them
they were treated as separate entities.
Oppression
The first group of findings was related to oppression in Zelo's context. First, with
regard to the structure of oppression, data analysis showed that oppression is not just
multilayered, which implies one-dimensionality. In fact, oppression is multidimensional and multilayered. Each dimension has its own multiple layers, and these layers
and other dimensions' layers are also dynamically interrelated. Within the oppressive
system, for example, legal structure is a dimension, religion is another, traditional
values and norms are another, and each one of these dimensions has various layers
such as gender, age, or class. However, these layers and dimensions are also dynamically interrelated. For example, a legal system's understanding of women as gender
may vary based on other layers and dimensions. A rich, educated woman might get
different treatment in a society compared to an illiterate and poor one. When Zelo was
beaten by her husband, for example, she did not think it would be a good idea or a big
help to go to the police or the court. She believed that a policeman is a man too and he
exercises the very same privilege at home as her husband does. The police would tell
Zelo it was okay for a husband to beat his wife. Moreover, if her husband heard that
she went to the police, she would be subjected to harsher beatings. She believed that
if she went to the court, the judge would say similar things. Moreover, she could not
go to a religious leader or attempt to interpret religious scripts in a way that might stop
him. Furthermore, she eould not go to her family. She knew that they would tell her to
go back to her husband.
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The second finding was that oppression inevitably creates its own components.
These components play a vital role in feeding back the oppression and maintaining it.
They are mostly the invisible parts of oppression; they are felt but sometimes cannot
be pointed out. These components are as follows:
The culture of creating a caretaker. This finding is related to Zelo's early socialization
process, in which she learned and internalized all forms of oppressive constructions.
As a girl, Zelo was expected and raised to learn how to take care of and nourish her
children, her husband, and her household. In the socialization process, social mindsets, material, and subjective reinforcements and punishments are preset. This will
lead a girl to cultivate various social skills and emotions that coincide with culturally
and ideologically predefined and valued expected roles. For example, Zelo felt obligated to take care of her younger brothers and dropped out of school when her mother
left home.
Culture of virtue. Culture of virtue, in this study, refers to the scarcity conditions of
the oppressed and how oppressed deal with it. Poverty, for instance, is one of these
conditions. Even though poverty is not God-given, the oppressed tend to perceive it as
God-given, For the oppressed, poverty is an unchangeable destiny and unchallengeable reality. No matter how bad the conditions are, the oppressed are expected not to
complain because they are told the world is just, and working to ehange it goes against
God, Under oppression, poverty or scarcity is an ingredient that serves to teach virtues
"just for the poor": being grateful with less, being thankful with what is possessed,
being gratified by whatever is given. Freiré (1970) calls this as fatalism, which is
interpreted as docility.
Fatalism in the guise of docility is the fruit of an historical and sociological situation, not an essential characteristic of a people's behavior. It almost always is
related to the power of destiny or fate or fortune—inevitable forces—or to a
distorted view of God, (p, 43)
Culture of silence. Like the culture of virtue, the culture of silence is also about perceiving reality in certain ways and accepting certain given characteristics as they are.
Whereas the culture of virtue is more internally driven, the culture of the silence is
more externally infiicted and executed by the oppressor, Zelo was always told what to
do, what not to do, what to wear, what not to wear, how to sit, how to stand up, and
how to walk on the street. Whenever she tried to say something, she was
always told to shut up! "What would you know?" they [men] said. We were told
that we were women, and then they slapped our mouth! , , , Nobody heeded to
what we were saying, , ,, We were brought up our eyes shut, I was a girl, I was
told I didn't know anything. Everybody said this, my family, my husband's
family, relatives, everybody: "You are a girl, do not talk," "You are a girl, it is
not appropriate for a girl to talk,"
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Objectification of women. Objectification is a process in which an individual is
treated as an object and not as a human being. Through objectification, women are
also alienated from themselves. Alienation is defined in this study as an unnatural,
sometimes coercive, way of separating things that naturally belong together. In Zelo's
culture, women are alienated from their sexuality, their body, and their mind. This is
powerfully seen in Zelo's account. For example, in her culture, there is a social template for girls, and all girls have to fit there. In that template there is no room for a
woman to be a being and be herself. She is Person A's daughter. Person B's sister, and
her family's and the community's honor. She is nameless and self-less as if she does
not exist as a human being. She is a means of settling tribal vendettas, a sexual object
for someone else's son, a breeding machine to serve the continuity of the family's
genes through offspring, a traditional pressure in taming a wild man to bond him to
home, a scapegoat for all wrongdoings in the family, and a representation of family
honor for which people die or kill. She is also a means to be used in a torture chamber
to retrieve information from her relatives who are suspected by the police.
Double-binding. Beyond objectification, degradation, and alienation, Zelo's experience informs us about another important aspect of oppressive practices: double-binding.
A double-bind is a situation in which individuals are perplexed under confiicting and
paradoxical messages. For example, a "Do not read this!" sign illustrates this point;
the person has to read it to know it was not supposed to be read. Zelo describes the
double-bind she experienced in her relationship with her parents:
They [parents] do not show you love. They care about you but do not show you
love.. . . [Y]ou make yourself believe that "they are my family, they must love
me" then they beat you up. They give you to someone you never consider as
husband.
Besides cultural double-bindings, Zelo's life has also social and political doublebindings. For example, one might normally assume that one's right to talk in her native
language is granted, respected, and protected. It should be, especially where democracy is
claimed as an official ideology, as in Turkey; and it is stated in the constitution that everyone is free regardless of ethnicity, religion, and gender. However, Zelo could not or was not
supposed to speak her own language. A man could yell at her and tell her not to speak in
Kurdish, assuming that he had power over her. If she or a bystander dares to stand up, they
would be more likely to be accused of being a separatist or even a terrorist.
Characteristics of CLUO
This second group of findings is related to characteristics of counter-learning. These
findings are as follows:
Multiconsdousness. Under the oppressive culture, life is about survival. To survive,
Zelo had to develop several types of consciousnesses, such as gender, ethnic, and
political consciousness. Without developing necessary consciousnesses, survival is
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hard. Zelo had to see the world from multiple-consciousnesses' angles to ñinction and
survive. For example, Zelo had to develop a traditional wife, a mother, a Kurdish, and
an officially defined Turkish consciousness to survive in her daily struggle. Zelo had
to see her world both from the oppressor's perspective and from her own perspective.
Based on her multiconsciousnesses, she developed skills to see, predict, analyze, and
cope with possible oppressive practices to survive.
Healing of damaged psyche and self<onfidence. Oppression is destructive for the

oppressed. Among many other harmful practices, oppression creates obstacles for
learning. It damages the oppressed people's psyche and self-confidence. By internalizing negative images imposed upon them, such as the inability to leam, oppressed
people believe that they not only do not know anything but also they are not able to
know and leam anything. Zelo had to go through very difficult times to gain her confidence. Deciding to divorce her husband was one of the biggest successes for her.
Another experience was her decision process to get involved with cultural activities,
community work, and politics. Another key experience was when she was offered
work in the women's branch of the party. Her first response was, "I do not know anything. I cannot do it. I told them I did not even know how to read and how to write."
Note that she did not directly refuse the offer. In her response to the offer, she sounded
like she was expecting a little push, a little tmst, a human voice telling her, "I trust
you," "I have a confidence in you," or "I know you can do it." When the person who
offered the position told Zelo that she had been observing her and she was confident
that Zelo could do it, Zelo accepted the offer. With that motivation, Zelo registered for
an adult literacy program, and she leamed how to read and write.
Problematization. In oppression Zelo was taught to be submissive, obedient, and incapable of even identifying her problems, let alone finding solutions to them. She was not
to possess or exhibit any quality other than those that were culturally expected. However, cultural condemnations, political oppression and repression, and her survival
experiences including attempts at committing suicide built a massive potential in Zelo.
This potential was raw; it was convoluted with feelings, emotions, rational and nonrational insights, knowledge, and various unformed skills. This potential enabled Zelo to
realize and recognize her unhappiness in spite of the cultural limitations. She stated various times, "I was never happy. I've never been happy." When she talked about her
husband's abuses, she said, "He did not think that I deserved to be happy. He did not
allow me!" She was aware somehow that happiness was forbidden, or taken away from
her, or stolen from her. When she posited that she was not happy with how she was
treated as a woman, as a wife, and as a mother, she problematized her gender-related
issues in her life. If it is bluntly examined, Zelo's awareness of unhappiness in her life
was a highly political issue in its nature, but something within her culture prevented it
from being political. Her awareness of unhappiness and discontent posed a threat to the
existence of the oppressive culture. The culture's response to this threat was to create a
negative stigma towards her womanhood, motherhood, and ability for leaming and
adjustment. In other words, in her culture a woman's unhappiness was stripped from its
political content and reduced to be seen as an apolitical and merely feminine matter in
such a way that her gender was emphasized negatively. Her cries were not being heard
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due to the high volume of noise of condemnation. Without even listening to what she
was saying, most people were proposing to her the same thing: "Accept things as they
are." They were also indirectly asking her to give up because life was too complex and
uncertain for her to know and change it. However, once she came to realize the unhappiness of her life, this realization and awareness created fervor within her. This awareness
was an early form of politicization and an antidote for depoliticization.
Politidzation. How did Zelo start politicizing things? Did it happen ovemight? Was
there an "aha" moment? Was it a rational deliberation? The data indicated that it was a
process involving many factors. However, her son's departure seems to be a very
important incident and a tuming point—a point of activism that politicized her world.
Her son's and daughter's activism led Zelo to a form of activism that had become a
converter transforming her raw experience to powerñil knowledge, her anger to motivation, her diffidence to self-reliance, and her despair to hope. Zelo's activism began
defending her son's act and his cause (the Kurdish movement). This was highly political, and it was almost too extreme and too renowned to be avoided by other actors. Zelo
wittingly or unwittingly drew strength from the existing power ofthe Kurdish nationalist movement. She became, and was perceived as, political in spite ofthe various forms
of cultural depoliticization. Besides the movement's political power, Zelo was transformed from being just one isolated, unhappy woman to being a social being who had
connections to other groups of people and political bodies. As soon as she declared her
respect for her son and her mental, spiritual, and emotional support to her son's cause,
Zelo was not a lone, submissive, and oppressed woman anymore. Her action made her
look like a member ofthe movement, as if she were taking the whole movement behind
her. Now she was being taken into consideration by others. She was receiving attention,
some positive, some negative. Some people were getting angry with her and trying to
convince her not to talk in a supportive way about the movement because politics was
none of her business. In fact, Zelo did not even have to try hard to make things political.
The political intensity ofthe movement had formed her acts' background color and was
affecting the colors of whatever she was doing in the foreground being perceived as
political. As a result, her meeting with the power of politicization was spontaneous,
tacit, and unplanned; but it was not an end result of a rational deliberation, nor was it
accidental. It was strongly related to her experience with oppression and repression.
Different from her earlier attempts of problematizing, she was not complaining about
her problems anymore; she was not whining; she was not begging for mercy. She was
claiming something from people and from the state. Her becoming was beyond just a
rational awareness of injustice and oppression. It was about politically demanding her
rights to be fully human. Most importantly, it was not about just herself; through her
individual self it was becoming about groups of oppressed people.
As a result, she gradually politicized things as she gained attention, respect, critique, and condemnation as well as more power, more self-confidence, and more
control over her own life. She was being empowered. As she was empowered, she was
being liberated. Of course it was not the movement's own political power making all
those things possible and happening as if it were a magic wand. There was something
else for Zelo, generating power for her and her own cause: the power of negation.
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Negation of dominant discourse and reality. Negation, in Zelo's use, was a way of deal-

ing with the problems. It was a language to vocalize her problems. It was a set of
actions and its logic against the logic of dehumanization of an oppressive, racist, and
patriarchal system. When she could not fit the oppressive practices in her mental schémas to justify them, she concealed their contradictions by defending or proposing an
alternative (antithesis) practice that eventually called for a new synthesis. Zelo's negations were her senses that have developed through her experiences against unfairness,
when each time she could not find a reason to understand the mistreatments she received
from her husband, from the community, from friends, and from her culture. Zelo's
negation was not just a complaining, was not a weak whining; it was about questioning
the given reality and, more importantly, demanding a change. For example, Zelo independently called the family together for a meeting to talk about her decision to divorce
her husband. She did not ask them to find a solution for her problems. She did not ask
them what they thought about her marriage. She did not beg them to rescue her. She
demanded. She told them, "Just like how you gave me to him, you have to take me
back." By acting like this, she was ñindamentally negating the dominant understanding
of woman type, wife type, and mother type who was supposed to sacrifice her wellbeing and happiness for her children by keeping the family intact.
Another example of her negation was declaring her son was brave. The 1980 coup
d'etat had waged a big scale of depolitieization against the entire society, and then a
war had been waged against the Kurdish people. This has made it difficult even to talk
about politics and the Kurdish guerrilla movement. While it was risky talking about
the movement, declaring her son a hero or brave was a total negation of dominant
diseourse and official myths in which words such as hero or brave were reserved only
for Turkish soldiers. By claiming these words to describe her son, she was also indirectly implying and accusing those who oppose or even position themselves as neutral
to the Kurdish movement as cowards or traitors. A further example of negation is
Zelo's redefinition of honor. When her brother called her and told her that he was worried about her because if she were raped in a police interrogation, the family's honor
would suifer, she yelled at him and told him that her honor was not between her legs.
This was a total negation of traditional and (non)official view of honor that was historically formed on women's sexuality. This is very powerñil where women's sexuality
was used to oppress women and at the same time to manipulate the community.
Finally, in Zelo's negation, traditionally defined oppressed and militarist motherhood was turned into an activism. She plied motherhood's universally accepted notion
of caring and began eonsidering the young activists as her own children. Motherhood,
in Zelo's hands, became subversive rather than submissive, collective rather than individual, and a source of empowerment rather than enslavement. She was politicizing
her motherly concern and expanding her concern to all people, not just those within
her political spectrum. She was concerned about activists, Turkish soldiers, guerillas,
poor people, and women. For example, Zelo housed a girl who ran away from her
family for fear of falling victim to honor killing.
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Conceptual learning. During the interviews, Zelo frequently used both abstract and
concrete concepts in her analyses of her past and present experiences. Her narrative
revealed several related aspects of her conceptual learning such as cognitive strategies
and language development,
Zelo was raised to do certain tasks and errands; she was exposed to limited things
to know or gain insights but only on specific topics; and she was allowed to learn or
explore within the permitted area to complete the daily tasks and duties. For example,
as a woman, Zelo did not have any opportunity of having such activities, games, and
practices that might help her to develop strategies for memory (store and retrieve
information when it is needed), develop abstract concepts, and develop familiarity
with numbers. In addition, Zelo was not allowed to have any personal or leisure time
to develop herself and her potential. As a result, she could only have a limited capacity
and vocabulary to communicate with others and be able to transmit the existing values
to the next generation. In other words, oppression provided her very limited space to
grow and learn. Because her vocabulary and concepts were kept eonstrained, her cognitive process of conceptualization was undeveloped.
In addition to her feudal culture, the ethnocentric aspect of Turkish ideology had
obstructed her overall language development as well. For example, on one hand, her
native language was forbidden under the law. On the other hand, there were very few
people around her speaking limited Turkish, which also prevented her from developing her Turkish language skills. Therefore, her language development in both Kurdish
and Turkish was deficient. As a result, because Zelo did not have a well-developed and
sufficient grasp of concepts and terms, she was unable to understand the world within
its complexity and unable to enunciate her problems. One aspect of Zelo's powerlessness against oppression partially resulted from having a limited vocabulary and
language skills, which made her unable to elucidate to herself and others what she was
going through. In other words, she was unable to describe how she was feeling and
what she was thinking in situations, such as when she was beaten and when she was
confused with the double-bind messages. She stated once, "We were illiterate. Our
mouths were not able to bring two words together [speaking figuratively, 'Women did
not know how to form a meaningful sentence'],"
After her son's departure, her ways of interacting with the world changed, and she
found a world in front of her waiting to be learned. Through learning, her vocabulary
and language skills were advanced. She exploited several opportunities to learn. She
learned how to read and write. She learned through conversation with others, watching
TV shows, listening to the radio, reading newspapers and books; and she learned from
her own everyday struggle. As she learned, her level of eomprehension deepened. As
her learning and comprehension increased, she gained self-confidence and felt empowered. Her use of political and cultural concepts demonstrated these developments well.
For example, despite her belated language development, Zelo used terms and concepts
not only appropriately but also in creative ways. When I asked her what she was expecting from this study by participating, she made a joke. She told me, "Nothing! What
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could I expect from your study! From an American-educated intellectual?" By using
the phrase "American-educated intellectual," she sarcastically criticized the American
education, which is usually associated with capitalistic and imperialistic views in the
left. This incident illustrates another characteristic of counter-learning, which is transfer of leaming. In the above incident, Zelo successfully transferred her previous
knowledge to a new context. In addition, beyond her successful application of abstract
political terms and concepts, Zelo also used the terms and concepts in a creative,
humorous way. This use of humor also indicates Zelo's other characteristics such as a
risk-taking attitude and self-confidence that aided her leaming.
Zelo obviously aequired her intellectual skills through leaming and metacognitive
strategies that she did not leam through formal education. She leamed those strategies
from her daily experience of survival and struggle of becoming. Her humor, sarcasm,
analyses of daily incidents, reasoning, and problem-solving skills illustrate well her
intellectual skills.

Discussion
This study shows that focusing on the individual within the cultural and political surroundings, without neglecting the role of subjective and material conditions, provides
richly descriptive and invaluable data to understand the CLUO. In addition, adults'
past and present experiences (in the way they intemalize the oppression; the way they
interpret and make meaning of their lives; the way they choose to struggle, fight,
co-opt, or submit) are an essential part of their leaming and unleaming framework.
This study provides knowledge and insights into the complexity of adult leaming
under oppression. It may assist adult education theorists and practitioners in understanding the importance of the material and subjective conditions of a specific context
in which any forms of stmggle against dehumanization happen to be the almost only
way to remain human and humane. Therefore, studies of this nature are needed to
examine adult leaming under oppressive and repressive conditions to contribute to
creating more egalitarian, more inclusive, and more humanized theories and practices
of adult education.
This study also provided invaluable data in supporting theoretic and practical
endeavors of unveiling the term of oppression with its many faces and dimensions.
Zelo's narrative provides ample evidence about what oppression is, how it operates,
and, most importantly, what it produces.
One of the congment findings is that oppression is a systematic, cultural, and political phenomenon. It is not an isolated, extraordinary incident in which one oppresses,
subordinates, and abuses another. In Zelo's life, oppression is about dynamic relationships between patriarchal feudal culture; moral tradition; religion; and relatively
industrialized, democratic institutions and organizations and their oppressive and
repressive practices. Zelo's experiences are evidence of how the Turkish justice system
works together with the unlawful and unconstitutional Kurdish feudal norms and
values, and how this relationship sacrifices and wastes individual lives for the sake of
maintaining and reproducing the status quo. This study also offers some insights to
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practitioners who work with the oppressed. The study revealed that because oppression
dehumanizes the oppressed, damages their confidence, transforms them into objects,
and destabilizes their emotional and mental abilities, adult educators might need to
consider leaming as the beginning of a healing process. The data reveal that when
oppression is intemaiized, it is hard to dispel rationally. Therefore, the study invites
adult educators to review their heavily rational discourse, which does not communicate
to the oppressed. This study also implies that leaming activities should be designed
around everyday contradictions of oppressed people's lives so that oppressed people
could refiect back to their problems. Finally, activities and the leaming process also
should be recognized as tools to help the oppressed to develop a hopeful worldview.
Freiré (1970) claims that in order for the oppressed to overcome various forms of
oppression, the oppressed needs to realize what has been done to him or her. For example, when the oppressed realizes that he or she is dependent, it is the beginning of getting
courage to overcome the dependency. However, this study showed that this realization
should not be understood superficially because this realization is not a simple rational
knowing. It is more than that. It is a complex process that potentially leads to, as Freiré
says, fundamental rebirth. For example, one of Zelo's experiences with other oppressed
women demonstrated that cognitively knowing is not enough to get courage. Zelo recognizes that these women are aware of what is being done to them, but they are too
afraid to take any action. Therefore, it can be concluded that cognitive realization does
not necessarily lead to gaining courage. This is how Zelo narrated the incident:
I have been trying to help women, organize them, trying to remind them that
they are human. They are as strong as men. I mean I am trying to illuminate
women. But women do not want to get out of from their shell. When I talk to
them they say, "Mother, what you are saying is right but we are economically
dependent to our husbands. Our hands are tied." Then I tell them, "Go to work
then! Get your financial independence." But they are too afraid to attempt to do
something. They do not have courage to get out from their shell. They live in a
hell, you know, a hell.
In fact, this is how Zelo was once upon a time. Zelo knew for a long time what had
been done to her. Zelo felt the inhuman treatments deep in her heart for a long time,
but knowing was not enough to gain courage. Oppression does not reside in reason,
although it has a seat in the control chamber. Oppression goes deeper than reason. It
infuses itself into our veins. It blends into our bloodstream. It becomes a part of our
identity, our root, and our vision to see the world. Therefore, its antidote is more than
a rational awakening or consciousness raising or raised awareness.
Adult educators claim that most of our leaming occurs without our noticing it
(Candy, 1991; Foley, 1998, 2001; Newman, 1994), without being taught, and without
being articulated. This unnoticed leaming is formed in the complexity of life and
during the everyday stmggle against dehumanization. Because this type of leaming is
often formed in the surviving mode, the knower has time neither to plan it out in detail
nor to refiect upon it. It is a mix of emotive, intuitive, and rational knowing. It springs
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from daily experiences. For example, Zelo did not want to talk about her son's political involvement on the phone because she did not feel it was safe. In addition, her
brother-in-law, Reso, told me he did not know anything about his nephews' and nieces'
political involvement. He said that it was useless to know and leam those kinds of
things and it was not a smart thing to know them either. He added that a Kurdish or a
political person in Turkey has to know what to know and what not to know. Therefore,
these kinds of leaming are crucial for survival. Zelo's suspicion about the possibility
of phone tapping or Reso's incisive approach to what to know or not to know are both
tacit and implicit to the oppressed. It is a kind of knowing that comes from "the gut"
and from intuition built upon the successive survival experiences and wisdom gained
from it. One of Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot's African American subjects, whom she
interviewed for her book /Ve Known Rivers (1994), vividly described this knowing:
It means that you know danger without having to be taught... it is what June
Jordan calls "jungle posture" . . . what Ntozake Shange calls "the combat
stance." . . . You know where the minefields are . . . and it is from the gut, not
rationally figured out. Black women have to use this all the time, of course, the
creativity is still there, but we are not fools . . . we call it "epistemological privileges ofthe oppressed." (p. 59)
This epistemological privilege enables the oppressed to see, feel, and understand the
given reality from their own perspective distilled from their own experienee. The epistemological privilege is less likely to be distorted by the dominant discourse and
indoctrination because it is based on facts and it is fed by the culture of resistance,
myths, stories, songs, and poems.
Despite growing up in a loveless family, community, double-binding culture, and
repressive state, Zelo found the joy of her life and happiness through engaging in
counter-leaming, which led her to get involved in a struggle to demand her own
humanity, gender, and ethnic identity. She found love of life. She loved her children
dearly and she loved their causes. She loved all the young activists as if they were her
own kids. She shared her meal and her last cigarette with them. She loved herself too.
She felt that she was loved and respected by others. Her oldest son said this about her:
I think for a human being or a woman who newly, although a little late, discovered herself, she is so happy, energetic, and liberated because she makes her own
decisions about her life. Her life is for the first time her own. Of course her two
guerilla children's memories give her strength, help her endure, resist, and feel
proud. Even though recently she gets tired easily, of course she has gotten old,
but she will never stop. I know she will die in this path. But she will die happy.
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